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My research uses insights from cognitive science to promote durable and efficient learning in educational contexts.
What is the best way to learn artists' styles in an Art History class?

1. Judy Hawkins
2. Philip Juras
3. Ryan Lewis
4. Bruno Pessani
5. George Wexler
6. Henri-Edmond Cross
7. Georges Braque
8. Marilyn Mylrea
9. Ron Schorff
10. Georges Seurat
11. Ciprian Stratulat
12. Yie Mei

What is the best way to learn artists' styles in an Art History class?

- **Group A**
  - Pessani
  - Wexler
  - Hawkins
  - ...  

- **Group B**
  - Pessani
  - Wexler
  - Hawkins
  - ...
What is the best way to learn artists' paintings' styles in an Art History class?

**Final Test**

**Group A or Group B?**

What is the best way to learn artists' paintings' styles in an Art History class?

Kornell & Bjork (2008)